
CHOOSING THE RIGHT DIRECTION 

You must always do what you believe is right – but what if it doesn’t suit the laws of the 

Country or your Religion? 

History and experience tells us what is right..............................long term, but let’s look at a 

few mistakes (in our view) – gay marriage has just been allowed yet the Bible says that any 

man that lays with another shall be stoned. 

Somebody wrote that, we believed that, and then we made up our own minds. 

Slavery. Somebody said black people were a lower breed of human and therefore could be 

slaves. 

Again - Somebody wrote that, we believed that, and then we made up our own minds. 

Apartheid, Hitler’s perfect race, Suicide bombers, Evil America, pointless wars, and the end 

of the World is nigh.  This is how life goes on – do you believe the tele-sales person, 

Newspaper headlines, the used car salesman, your preacher, priest or Government? 

We tend to follow who we believe to be our betters, and we believe what they say until we 

learn otherwise. People hate change too – they tend to get too comfortable where they are. 

Change is made by individuals – they give their opinion, they shout when they have to, and 

their passion for change eventually gets through to the people and the changes start to 

happen. 

People give off an energy. Take Elon Musk for example; he just does what he believes. 

People see this positive energy and follow it. Ask 99% of people and Elon Musk is classed as 

a “Good guy”.  Take the current Pope – same thing – same energy – same followers. 

Sometimes it doesn’t take much to create followers. A few years ago after an attack on a 

cafe in Australia someone on a train noticed a Muslim girl removing her headscarf so she 

wouldn’t be recognised as a Muslim. They moved across and sat beside her and said “Don’t 

be afraid – I will ride with you”...... this was quickly picked up on the social networks and 

went viral. That created a huge amount of positive energy as like-minded people agreed and 

shared “I will ride with you” 

After the attack in France the same thing happened, and people in their millions showed 

their support by saying “I too am Charlie” 

The believers are there – they just need leaders! 

Now take something that is the opposite. Let’s say South Africa’s ANC. In my opinion they 

are greedy and corrupt but they have followers in the millions that believe that they are 

right – and will continue to do so until experience teaches them otherwise. 



Sadly we cannot make them believe what we want them to believe – they have to 

experience it for it have a future effect, but there will always be someone there with a 

passion for change. 

The energy that is created by these people is used by like-minded people when needed. 

Elon Musk followers generally think the same way and generally create success, and ANC 

followers generally create (teach their children) more corruption and subsequently failure. 

Now look at a Country where trends have been created by their powerful leaders - the 

leaders energy creates followers that become the majority such as Israel, Iran and Germany, 

and a United Country is a strong one (Whether their thinking be right or wrong) 

This is also how you get groups of people that you simply cannot understand. A suicide 

bomber to us is just ludicrous, yet to a believer they are just doing the right thing. 

Now let’s look at the overall picture. Our Neanderthal ancestors have developed into us. We 

are the end product (so far) of our evolving and learning.  So what is next? 

Spiritual understanding has grown very fast these last 2 decades. There have been more 

Movies and TV programs with Spiritual content than ever before.  People are more ready to 

accept what we do, and we are heading in the right direction to make it the norm. 

Today’s children are far more aware than we were – and we are now far more aware of 

their abilities and senses. We must be ready to teach them what we know.  

 


